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Abstract: This paper provides an overview of the different types of fiber optic sensors (FOS) that can
be used with composite materials and also their compatibility with and suitability for embedding
inside a composite material. An overview of the different types of FOS used for strain/temperature
sensing in composite materials is presented. Recent trends, and future challenges for FOS technology
for condition monitoring in smart composite materials are also discussed. This comprehensive review
provides essential information for the smart materials industry in selecting of appropriate types of
FOS in accordance with end-user requirements.
Keywords: fiber optic sensor; composite materials; strain/temperature sensing; smart materials;
structural health monitoring
1. Introduction
Composite material structures [1] are widely used in the aerospace, marine, aviation, transport,
sport/leisure and civil engineering industries [1]. Composite material structures are frequently
subjected to external perturbations and varying environmental conditions which may cause the
structures to suffer from fatigue damage and/or failures, and thus require real time structural health
monitoring (SHM). The diagnostics process and condition monitoring of composite structures is
usually carried out during their working life [2]. The goal of such diagnostics is to detect, identify,
locate and assess the defects that may affect the safety or performance of a structure. Sensors that
are commonly employed for SHM are resistance strain gauges, fiber optic sensors, piezoelectric
sensors, eddy current sensors, and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors [3]. Traditional
nondestructive evaluation techniques such as ultrasonic inspection, acoustography, low frequency
methods, radiographic inspection, shearography, acousto-ultrasonic and thermography are effective
for SHM of composite materials and structures, but frequently it is difficult or impossible to use such
nondestructive evaluation techniques in an operational structure due to the size and weight of the
systems [4]. Fiber optic sensors (FOS) on the other hand are suitable candidates for SHM of composite
materials during operation since they are capable of achieving the goals of diagnostics as well as
condition monitoring and being very compact in size and can also be embedded into such structures,
acting in many ways as the equivalent of a human nervous system [5]. Previous investigations of FOS
embedded in composite structures indicate that FOS technology is capable of monitoring stress/strain,
temperature, composite cure process, vibration, humidity, delamination and cracking and thus has
great potential for condition monitoring of a variety of composite materials applications [6,7].
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Recognizing the increase in the use of composite structures and the need for them to perform
“smart” functions, such as sensing and actuation, this paper for the first time presents a comprehensive
overview of recent advances in the area of FOS technology for condition monitoring involving strain
and temperature measurements in composite materials and also quantities such as thermal expansion.
An overview of different types of most commonly used composite materials and their properties is
given in Section 2. Then the demand for the SHM in composite material structures is discussed in
Section 3, following which the common fabrication methods of composite materials with embedded
fiber sensors are detailed in Section 4 while the issues of composite degradation associated with
embedding of fiber sensors are discussed in Section 5. An overview of different types of fiber sensors
for strain/temperature measurements in composite materials is presented in Section 6. The recent
trends, issues and future challenges of the FOS technology are discussed in Section 7.
2. Composite Materials and Demand for the SHM in Composite Material Structures
In this section we discuss the various classifications of typical composite materials and their
properties. In general, fibre composite materials have two constituent materials; reinforcement fibres
and a matrix [8] that when combined together can produce a material with properties superior to
those of the constituent materials. It is known that the mechanical properties of a composite material
differ depending on the matrix and the reinforcing materials used to fabricate the composite [8,9]. The
functions of the matrix in a composite material are: to transfer the load to the reinforcement fibres; to
provide temperature resistance and chemical resistance and to maintain the reinforcement fibres in a
fixed orientation [10].
The second constituent of a composite material is the reinforcement fibre [9]. The composite
material’s tensile properties, stiffness and impact resistance are influenced by the type of the fibre
reinforcement [10]. As regards applications, fibre reinforced composite materials are commonly
used for the fabrication of various structural parts such as aircraft tails, wings, fuselages, propellers,
helicopter rotor blades, wind turbine blades, in the construction industry and as components in racing
cars, boats, etc. [7]. One of the key challenges in the design of a composite structural part in many
applications is the need to achieve a fail-safe design solution, which requires optimisation of multiple
parameters. Typically given the performance specifications for a composite part [9], the areas that
need optimisation are: the selection of most appropriate reinforcement and matrix constituents to
satisfy the requirements for strength and stiffness of the particular composite part with a minimum
weight; the selection of the composite part’s geometry; a careful analysis of stress distribution within
the part; the minimization of moisture ingress; optimization of toughness and an analysis of failure
modes. Prior to opting for a particular design for mass production the manufacturer also needs to
consider the repeatability of the composite part’s performance specification, ease of production, cost
efficiency and quality assurance mechanisms [10–12]. Finally, even though the designed structural
part is optimised for fail-safe performance there is a possibility of damage during operation in extreme
environmental conditions and mechanical failure of the structure due to external perturbations [3]
and this necessitates the requirement for non-destructive structural health monitoring techniques
throughout the lifetime of the composite structural part.
The demand for SHM in composites is in the first instance driven by the increased use of composite
materials. The widespread use of carbon reinforced fibre plastics (CRP) and glass fibre reinforced
plastic (GRP) composite based structural parts has significantly increased in application areas such
as aircraft, sport vehicles, wind turbines, and infrastructure constructions, because of the inherent
advantages of composite materials. For example, in aircraft the advantages are well known: lighter
weight for the aircraft, reduced requirements for maintenance and increased passenger comfort [13].
The use of composite materials in aircraft is growing, as shown in Figure 1a–c. Aircraft that utilize a
high proportion of lightweight composite materials consume less fuel and result in a high cost benefit
that yields energy savings up to 18%. Some existing commercial aircraft models such as the Boeing
787 and Airbus A350 are comprised of circa 50% composite materials by weight. Market research
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conducted in 2013 by Jahn and Witten indicates that there will be a growing demand for such aircraft
in the coming years [14]. Figure 1a,b show the overall use of CFP composites by different industries
and GRP production in different European industries respectively.
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for strain/temperature monitoring [2] applications in extreme environmental conditions. For 
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Figure 1. (a) Use of CF composites by industry [14]; (b) GRP production in Europe for different
application industries [14] and (c) development of composite aerospace applications in last 40 years
(source data from Hexcel Corp. Aerostrategy).
The driving force behind the need for SHM in composite materials is the necessity to monitor
composite parts during operation, for safety and early detection of failure. During a typical 20-year
service life, composite structures such as wind turbine blades, helicopter blades, construction parts
and aircraft parts are subjected to static and dynamic lift, drag and inertial loads over a wide range
of temperatures and often severe environmental conditions. As the growth in production and use of
composite parts has increased, the composite industry has increasingly focused on damage/failure
free composite structures and non-destructive techniques for SHM over a part’s life time. Compared to
conventional non-destructive sensing techniques, optical fiber sensors have achieved wide acceptance
due to their attractive properties such as small size, immunity to electromagnetic interference and low
cost [1]. Optical fiber sensors embedded in various structures are very useful for strain/temperature
monitoring [2] applications in extreme environmental conditions. For example, issues such as bend
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loading in aircraft wings and bridges can be monitored and avoided by implementing smart composite
structures with embedded fiber optic sensors. Also more complex sensing needs can be met, such
as the detection of the formation of ice on the wings of an aircraft by implementing smart composite
structures with embedded fiber optic sensors within the wings material. Monitoring of the wing bend
or loading due to ice accumulation combined with temperature data can improve the efficiency of
the aircraft’s de-icing systems. As a result, it can be concluded that smart composite materials with
embedded fiber optic sensors can significantly enhance the safety of advanced machines, structures
and devices.
3. Composite Materials with Embedded Fiber Sensors: Fabrication Methods
In this section we discuss the commonly employed sample fabrication methods for composite
materials with embedded FOS.
3.1. Fabrication Method of Composite Samples Embedded with FOS by Hand Layup and Pre-Preg
Layup Methods
The most common fabrication processes adopted by laboratory based and small scale industrial
manufacturers are the expertise intensive hand layup and pre-preg layup [15] methods. The hand
layup method is a process for arranging fiber–reinforced layers in a laminate and shaping the laminate
to fabricate the desired part. For this the reinforcement fibers or fabrics are stacked one over another
by applying the matrix in between them. After stacking, curing (or polymerization) of the resin matrix
of the multiple laminate layered composite, the sample can be shaped as per the manufacturer’s
specifications. Pre-pregs are single laminates of “pre-impregnated” composite fibers with a matrix
material such as epoxy resin. In the pre-preg layup method, multiples of composite pre-preg laminates
are stacked one over another and the curing can be done unaided or by applying heat and/or pressure.
The moulding process can be either vacuum—bag moulding, or an autoclave moulding. Typical
autoclave curing conditions involve a temperature range from 120 ˝C to 200 ˝C with an applied
pressure up to 100 psi (~6.89 kPa).
For embedding optical fibers in samples prepared by both the hand—layup and the pre-preg
layup methods the process is similar as follows: before the curing process optical fibers are placed
on the corresponding composite layer and some pre-strain is applied to make sure the optical fibers
remain free of bends [16]. Positioning of the optical sensor is highly application specific and depends
on the location of the areas where parameters need to be monitored. For example, for applied strain
and temperature measurements of composite material structures it is reported that optical fiber sensors
were embedded within the furthest layer from middle layer to achieve the highest measurement
sensitivity [17]. The different steps for embedding optical fiber sensors by the hand layup and pre-preg
methods are shown in Figure 2a,b respectively. For larger composite parts, optical fibers can be
embedded manually with expert assistance as shown in Figure 2c, but for large scale production of
smart composite structures materials embedded with optical fiber sensors automated robotic systems
can be used. One of the most important concerns while embedding FOS inside composite structures is
their influence on the structural integrity of the composite part. In the next section we have detailed
some methods to reduce the risk of composite material degradation and to maintain the structural
integrity of the composite material structures with embedded sensors.
3.2. Rotating Filament Wound Pressure Cylinder with FOS
Fabrication details of E-glass fibre reinforced composite based pressure cylinders with FOS was
reported earlier [18] for the composite parts with cylindrical shapes. In this method a machine
assisted filament winding process in the circumferential direction is used. Continuous E-glass roving
reinforcement fibre with different orientation angles can be used to achieve a defined length for the
fabricated pressure cylinder. The winding angle ˘55˝ with respect to the cylinder’s long axis is the
classical winding angle for pressure vessels, where circumferential stress is twice the value of axial
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stress. The machine assisted filament winding process operates in such a way that at both ends of
the cylinder there are zones of reinforcing fibers, placed at an angle of 90˝ to the cylinder axis. For
embedding FOS in to the composite cylinders, a specifically designed mandrel with a winding machine
rotary is co-operated with a rotating filament winding machine. The matrix material is applied during
the winding process. The matrix material used is a mixture of Araldite LY 5052 epoxy and hardener
HY 5052. The samples are cured at temperature 50 ˝C for 900 min. More detailed explanation of this
particular method is given in reference [18].
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using machine assisted rotating filament. The optical fibre is embedded between the first and second
plies of the laminate sequence. Pre-stressed optical fibres are drenched in epoxy resin and are wound
onto a water-soluble mandrel after which the vessel is cured in an oven. The winding of the pressure
vessels consists of five layers in total: in which two polar windings with winding angles of 12.7˝
and 16.5˝ and three hoop windings with a winding angle of approximately 90˝. The optical fibre is
carefully embedded during the winding process of the vessel in the outer 90˝ winding, parallel to the
reinforcing fibres.
3.3. Composite Panels Embedded with FOS
A laboratory level fabrication method of composite panels with embedded FOS using specially
designed Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) apparatus is reported earlier [20–22]. The specially designed
RTM apparatus allows for different types of mold designs with variable mold thicknesses. Automatic
control system is used for the resin injection process and a transparent glass top is provided for visual
monitoring of resin flow. Automated control of curing temperature as well as the mold part temperature
is achieved by using thermocouple sensors with an automated water temperature controller. The
FOSs are embedded into the perform itself. The ingress/egress parts of optical fibers that enter in to
the composite panels are at an angle close to 90˝ relative to the component’s surface. A thin bended
hypodermic tube is placed around the optical fiber such a way that the bend radius of the hypodermic
tube is carefully chosen to avoid the possibility of fiber fracture. To protect the optical fibers from the
disturbances due to reinforcement preform, a tapered silicon stopper is fitted in a hole in the mold and
the hypodermic tube passes through this stopper. Thus the ingress/egress is sealed and is capable of
withstanding resin injection pressure of approximately 0.75 bar.
3.4. Braided Composites Embedded with FOS
A method to co-braid optical fibers into braided composites is also reported [23]. The reported
advantage of this method is that the embedded optical fibers will not cause large resin pockets in the
material. In this method, optical fibers are incorporated as an axial yarn so that the optical fibers run
straight as well as parallel with respect to the specimen braiding direction. The structural reinforcement
fibres are then braided around the optical fibers. The types of FOS that are reported incorporated with
such braided composites are the Fabry-Perot fiber optic sensor, polarimetric optical fiber sensor, and
the Bragg grating fiber optic sensor. A special RTM molding dye is designed to protect the optical
fibers from any damage during the curing process. The RTM process is used for composite fabrication
using a release agent, Epoxy 828 resin, and a curative. The temperature of the molding process is
85 ˝C, at the pressure of 0.1 MPa. Carbon fibre is used as reinforcement and the specimens are braided
with a fiber volume fraction of 50%.
3.5. FOS Stitched Carbon Fibre Preforms for Advanced Composite Structures
Incorporating optical fibers during carbon fibre based preform fabrication itself is promising and
has been reported earlier [24]. In this method optical fibers were stitched into each fiber preform along
the middle plane of the laminate. FOS stitched carbon fibre preforms were successfully demonstrated
for condition monitoring as well the resin advancement monitoring through the preform during the
infusion. For monitoring the resin advancement, a reference optical fiber was placed as near as possible
to the infusion tube in order to estimate the entry time of the resin as a reference time for the FOS
signals [24].
4. Composite Material Degradation Associated with Embedding of Fiber Sensors
One of the major concerns when embedding FOSs in composite materials is the degradation of the
composite material’s mechanical properties and also the possible increase in the probability of failure
due to the presence of embedded optical fibers [25]. Various studies have been carried out to analyse
the influence of the embedded FOS on composite material tensile/compressive strength, stiffness, inter
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laminar fracture toughness, and fatigue resistance, etc. It is reported that having embedded optical
fibers passing through or parallel to ply-drops in a laminate does not have any significant effects on
the static strength of the laminate [26,27]. This is valid even for optical fibers placed in the most critical
locations. In principle any potential degradation of strength and the modulus of a composite material
will be a function of the orientation of the optical fiber relative to the nearest plies, the overall thickness
of the laminate, the optical fiber diameter, and type of protective coating on the optical fiber [26].
Degradation becomes increasingly severe with an increasing angle between the optical fiber and ply
directions. Another issue is the larger diameter of the optical fiber (with its buffer coating) compared
to the ply fibers of the composite. In general, commercially available optical fibers have diameters
from 125 µm to 230 µm, which is about ten to fifteen times larger than the average E-glass fiber or
carbon fiber. Embedding the optical fiber perpendicularly to the direction of the reinforcement fibres
can result in appearance of characteristic “eye” patterns or “pockets” within the resin, which act as
defect centers in the composite part that could ultimately lead to premature failure in the form of
delamination [27]. However, testing conducted at a number of labs worldwide concluded that such
delaminations were insignificant if the FOS density was low. It reported that if the optical fiber is laid
along the direction of reinforcement fiber there is a uniform consolidation around the optical fiber with
minimum defects and thus the laminate’s mechanical parameters are least affected [6,26–29]. Also the
optical fibers laid along the direction of fiber reinforcement have limited influence on the mechanical
behavior of composite structure because of optical fiber’s own inherent load carrying ability [26].
An analysis [6] on the flexural strength of a composite material, embedded with FOSs, that bears
tensile loading showed that the flexural strength did not suffer any noticeable degradation when
the FOS were embedded in the tensile region either in the longitudinal direction or in the transverse
direction. For compressive loading, the situation is similar if the sensor is embedded in the longitudinal
direction but it is found that if the FOS is embedded in the transverse direction with respect to the
compressive region, the flexural strength is degraded significantly [30]. In order to realize SHM
for composite material components in many applications it is essential to measure the strain and
temperature of composite materials and in the next section we discuss the different types of FOS strain
and temperature sensors that can be embedded in composite materials.
5. Types of Fiber Optic Sensors for Strain/Temperature Measurements in Composite Materials
There are a wide variety of applications of fiber optic sensors in composite materials, including
vibration measurements, cure process monitoring, temperature measurements, thermal expansion
measurements, detection of delamination/debonding, three dimensional strain measurements, thermal
strain measurements, relative humidity measurements and detection of cracking, etc. [31–34]. For all
these applications the key requirement is to measure either strain or temperature or both parameters.
In this section we discuss the different type of FOS that can be used with composite materials to
measure strain/temperature when embedded inside a composite material. The different types of
FOS reported for strain/temperature measurements in composite materials are fiber Bragg grating
(FBG) sensors [35–37], interferometric fiber optic sensors [38], polarimetric sensors [39], fiber optic
micro bend sensors [40], distributed sensors (using techniques such as Rayleigh scattering, Raman
scattering, and Brillouin scattering) [41,42] and hybrid sensors [43–45]. The aim of this review is to
provide essential information for the smart materials industry in selecting of appropriate types of FOS
in accordance with the end-user requirements and applications.
5.1. Fiber Bragg Grating Sensor for Composite Materials
FBGs are the most commonly employed fiber optic sensors in SHM applications for composite
materials [35–37]. A fiber Bragg grating sensor comprises of a grating region with a periodic change in
refractive index in the core region of an optical fiber. Such a periodically modulated refractive index
structure enables the light to be coupled from the forward propagating core mode into a backward
propagating core mode generating a reflection response, as shown in the schematic illustrating the
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principle of an FBG provided in Figure 3 [46]. The light reflected due to periodic variations of the
refractive index of the Bragg grating with a central wavelength given by [46]:
λB “ 2n0Λ (1)
where n0 is the effective refractive index of the guided mode in the fiber core and Λ is the grating pitch.Sensors 2016, 16, 99 8 of 26 
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The strain sensitivity of the Bragg wavelength arises from the change in the pitch of the fiber
grating due to strain and changes in the refractive index arising from the strain-optic effect. When a
strain is applied to the grating, the Bragg reflected wavelength changes. The wavelength shift ∆λε for
a value of elongation ∆L is given by [46]:
∆λε “ λB¨
ˆ
1
Λ
BΛ
BL `
1
n0
Bn0
BL
˙
¨∆L (2)
In practice the applied strain value can be estimated from the measurement of reflected
wavelength as it changes due to applied strain. The typical strain sensitivity of an FBG at 1550 nm is
~1.2 pm/µε.
Bragg wavelength shift can also occur due to changes in temperature. For a temperature variation
of ∆T, the corresponding wavelength shift ∆λT is given by [46]:
∆λT “ λB¨
ˆ
1
Λ
BΛ
BT `
1
n0
Bn0
BT
˙
¨∆T (3)
The temperature sensitivity of the Bragg wavelength arises from the change in the grating pitch
associated with the thermal expansion of the fiber, and the change in the refractive index arising from
the thermo-optic effect. Thus Equation (3) can be also written as [46]:
∆λT “ pα0 `β0q ¨ λB¨∆T (4)
where α0 is the coefficient of the thermal expansion (CTE) of the fiber, and β0 is the fiber refractive
index variation with temperature, respectively. The values of α0 and β0 are constants for silica optical
fiber, and are 0.55 ˆ 10´6/˝C, and 6.6 ˆ 10´6/˝C, respectively. The typical temperature sensitivity
of an FBG at 1550 nm is ~11.6 pm/˝C. Commonly FBGs are used to measure axial strain as well as
temperature. This is because axial strain sensitivity is effectively higher as the change in the FBG
pitch is directly proportional to the applied longitudinal strain. The measured wavelength shift of
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the embedded FBG sensors for different deflection values during a three-point bending strain test
on composite material is shown in Figure 4a. The measured wavelength shift of the embedded
FBG sensors at different temperatures of composite materials is shown in Figure 4b. One can see
that a red shift of the Bragg wavelength arises as a result of an increase in temperature. Other than
standard Bragg gratings with a uniform period, there are chirped gratings with a gradual period
variation [47], and tilted fiber Bragg gratings (TFBG) [47] with gratings written at an angle to the fiber
axis are also employed for strain temperature measurements in composite materials. The chirped
FBG sensor has a gradual distribution of the grating period [48]. This variation in the grating period
provides a one-to-one correspondence between the wavelength in the spectrum and the position of the
gauge section within composite material, which is the significant advantage of chirped FBG sensors
over the conventional FBG sensors [48]. The main disadvantage of conventional FBG sensors is the
cross-sensitivity between temperature and strain. In a different manner from conventional FBGs,
the wave vector of a TFBG has a certain angle with respect to the fiber axis; making the resonance
wavelengths of core mode and cladding mode to be sensitive to temperature, while their transmission
power is temperature-independent [49]. Thus based on these unique characteristics of TFBG, it is
possible to achieve simultaneous discrimination of mechanical perturbations and temperature [47,49].
Different methods have been reported by other authors to compensate for the cross-sensitivity
effects between temperature and strain; these methods include introduction of a reference FBG [50],
dual-wavelength superimposed FBGs [51], different cladding diameter FBGs [52], combined FBG
and a long-period grating [53], combination of an FBG and a Fabry-Perot interferometer [54], and
superstructure FBG method [55].
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It has also been reported that for coating stripped FBGs thermal expansion of a composite material
as well as the non uniform strain can cause Bragg peak distortion and broadening [28,56]. The strain
components acting in different directions within the composite structure can be measured using
multiplexed FBGs [57]. In addition, a non-isotropic strain distribution within the composite material
can be measured by using an FBG written in a micro-structured high birefringence fiber [58].
5.1.1. FBG Written in Micro-Structured Fibers as a Sensor for Composite Materials
A conventional FBG sensor’s primary response is to an axial strain but the transverse strain also
has some influence on the FBG sensor’s response [57,59]. But it is difficult to discriminate axial strain
and transverse strain from FBG spectral response. For strain mapping in some SHM applications, for
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example, for the detection of damage, cracks, delamination etc a multi axial strain measurement is
required. This in turn results in the importance of development of a sensing scheme that provides
measurements of axial strain together with transverse strain. It is reported that FBGs written in the
highly birefringent (HB) fibers and high birefringent micro-structured fibers (HB-MOF) have real
potential to measure transverse strain and axial strain simultaneously [58,60]. As represented in
Figure 5a, an FBG written in a highly birefringent fiber displays two Bragg peaks, corresponding to
both orthogonally polarized modes. The change of the Bragg peak separation depends on the phase
modal birefringence variation induced by transverse load and temperature. The properties of an MOF
and its sensitivity to different measurands are determined by the type of the fiber used. However it
is reported that FBGs written in HB fibers such as the bow-tie type have the disadvantage of greater
temperature and strain cross sensitivity [59].
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The cross-s nsitivity issu ca be resolve by writing FBGs in low temper tu sensi ive MOFs,
such as high birefringent polarization maintaining photonic crystal fibers (HB-PM-PCF). For example,
a comparison response of the embedded FBG sensors written in conventional birefringent optical fibers
(bow-tie) and a HB-PM-PCF when the composite material is exposed to controlled mec anical and
thermal loads ar pr sen ed in Figure 5b,c, respective . For the FBG in a bow-tie type fiber the Bragg
peak separation varies in accordance with the transverse strain and temperature as shown in Figure 5b,c.
However in the case of an FBG in a low temperature sensitive MOF, the Bragg peak separation varies
with transverse strain only. A temperature independent axial strain and transverse strain measurement
in a composite material can be carried out using an FBG written in a HB-PM-PCF [60]. It is also
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reported that the two Bragg peaks in the case of an FBG written in HB-PM-PCF are farther separated
than for an FBG in a bow-tie fiber and therefore FBGs written in MOF/HB-PM-PCF allow for more
accurate measurements of the peak wavelengths and thus are more suitable for composite material
sensing applications despite high splice loss induced lower reflectivity of the grating [58,60].
5.1.2. Phase-Shifted FBGs for Composite Materials
The phase-shifted FBG (PS-FBG) sensor together with its interrogation system is proven as one of
the high sensitivity methods for acoustic emission (AE) measurement [61]. PS-FBGs are widely used
in optical fiber communications and optical fiber sensing applications as a wavelength multiplexer
and also as a strain sensor. The extremely sharp resonance in the transmission spectrum of the PS-FBG
enables it to develop a high sensitivity interrogation system capable of measuring very small strain
changes, even at high acoustic frequencies. A typical transmission spectrum of a PS-FBG interrogated
using a tunable laser is shown in Figure 6. It has been demonstrated that using this method microscale
strains can be measured and thus the sensor is suitable for AE sensing in composite structures [61].
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5.1.3. Polymer FBG Sensor for Composite Materials
For composite materials, the attractive characteristics of polymer FBGs include their high
temperature sensitivity, large strain range, and the absence of buffer coating [62–64]. These distinct
features of the polymer FBGs might rovide some advantages over standard silica FBGs in measuring
some of the parameters of the composite materials.
Rajan et al. conducted studies with polymer FBGs embedded in glass-reinforced composite
materials [65]. For the polymer FBG embedded in composite materials, due to temperature change,
spectral broadening is observed together with the shift in the peak reflected wavelength. The observed
wavelength shifts of the polymer FBG embedded in a glass-reinforced composite and its comparison
with silica FBG and free-space FBG sensors are shown in Figure 7a. A blue shift in the wavelength
is observed for the polymer FBG due to the negative thermo-optic coefficient, while a red shift is
observed for the silica FBG. The observed temperature sensitivity of the embedded polymer FBG is
´92.28 ˘ 2 pm/˝C, which i close to the free-space temperature sensitivity of ´90 ˘ 6 pm/˝C. The
change in the bandwidth of the reflection spectra of th polymer FBG at differen temperatures and its
comparison with silica is shown in Figure 7b. It can be seen that the bandwidth of the polymer
FBG increases as the temperature increases. The measured bandwidth change for the embedded
polymer FBG within the temperature range of 30 ˝C–45 ˝C was 8.5 pm/˝C. Therefore, from the
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observed spectral broadening and distortion, it can be concluded that the thermal expansion induced
stress is effectively transferred to the polymer fiber and can be measured using a polymer FBG. It is
assumed that the reason for this is the absence of a buffer coating for the polymer fiber, which results in
a direct transfer of the surrounding physical phenomena to the core and cladding of the polymer fiber.
Stress induced by localized microbends in the composite material could also contribute to the chirping
effect. The strain sensitivity of the embedded polymer FBG and its comparison with silica FBG is
shown in Figure 8. From the figure, it can be seen that the strain sensitivity of the embedded polymer
and silica FBGs are very close in value to each other. In free space, the polymer FBG had a slightly
higher strain sensitivity (1.340 ˘ 0.015 pm/µε) compared to that of silica FBG (1.2 ˘ 0.01 pm/µε). The
similarity in the measured strain sensitivity of the embedded silica and polymer FBGs underlines the
fact that longitudinal strain in the composite is not effectively transferred to the polymer fiber. This
can be attributed to the differences in mechanical properties of the polymer fiber and the composite
material, which resulted in the mechanical strain not being effectively transferred to the polymer FBGs
as compared to the case of silica FBG. With further works in this area, polymer FBG has the potential
in measuring temperature and thermal expansion of the composite material simultaneously.
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5.2. Interferometric Fiber Sensors for Composite Materials
Interferometric fiber sensors [66] can also be employed for strain/temperature measurements
in composite materials and this is discussed in detail in this section. There are different types of
interferometric fiber sensors which differ in their operating principles and strain/temperature sensing
characteristics [38]. Among the interferometric fiber sensors most commonly employed for composite
sensing applications are: extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometers (EFPI), micro-hole collapsed modal
interferometers and Sagnac fiber loop mirror (FLM) sensors.
A Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) generally comprises of two parallel reflecting surfaces
separated by a certain distance [66]. One of the EFPI sensors is illustrated in Figure 9a. In an
extrinsic FPI sensor, the interference occurs due to the multiple superpositions of both reflected
and transmitted beams at two parallel surfaces [38,66]. It is possible to tune the intensity of the
interferometric modes of an EFPI sensor by varying the gap between the two reflecting surfaces [66].
The reflection or transmission spectrum of an FPI is a wavelength dependent intensity modulation
of the input light spectrum, resulting from the optical phase difference between the reflected and
transmitted beams [66,67]. The maxima and minima of the modulated spectrum indicate that both
reflected and transmitted beams, at that particular wavelength, are in 2pi phase and 2pi out-of-phase,
respectively. The optical phase difference between reflected or transmitted beams at a particular
wavelength of the FPI is basically specified as [66]:
δ “
ˆ
2pi
λ
˙
n2L (5)
where λ is the wavelength of incident light, n is the refractive index (RI) of cavity material, and L is the
length of the cavity.
The schematic experimental arrangement of the EPFI sensor is as shown in Figure 9b, which
comprises of a superluminescent light diode (SLD) source, a coupler and a spectrometer. Any applied
longitudinal strain to the FPI sensor alters the physical length of the cavity, which results in a phase
difference between reflected or transmitted beams. By measuring the shift of the wavelength spectrum,
the strain applied to the FPI can be measured. It is found that the shorter the optical path difference
(OPD) the larger will be free spectral range (FSR), resulting a wider dynamic range for a sensor [38,67].
Therefore, the dynamic range of the sensor can be tuned by varying the cavity length which in
turn changes the OPD of the FPI sensor [68]. Figure 10a illustrates experimentally measured
strain using embedded EFPI sensor during the three point bending test of a composite material
sample [56]. Moreover, EFPI sensors based on photonic crystal fibers have proved to be good
candidates for measurements of axial strain in composite materials since their sensitivity to temperature
is insignificant [38,69].
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Figure 10. (a) Experimentally measured strain using embedded EFPI sensor during three point bending
test in a composite [69]; (b) Responses of the of photonic crystal fiber based sensors embedded in
the composite material sample during deflections based on three point bending test [70]; and (c) at
different temperatures of the composite sample [56].
Recent advancements in the area of photonic crystal fiber (HB-PM-PCF) sensors [38,56] have
opened new possibilities for the development of temperature insensitive micro-hole collapsed photonic
crystal fiber modal interferometric sensors. Micro-hole collapsed photonic crystal fiber modal
interferometers can be used for localised strain measurements in a composite material. Micro-hole
collapsed photonic crystal fiber modal interferometers can be fabricated by fusion slicing of a
HB-PM-PCF section between two standard single mode fibers. During the splicing process, at both
ends of the HB-PM-PCF section, the holes of the HB-PM-PCF are collapsed in a microscopic region.
The first collapsed region allows for the excitation of multiple modes in the HB-PM-PCF and at the
second collapsed region at the other end the modes recombine and thus the HB-PM-PCF section forms
an interferometer [56]. It is reported that temperature independent strain measurement in composites
is possible using such a micro-hole collapsed photonic crystal fiber interferometer fabricated from a
micro–structured HB-PM-PCF fiber (LMA-10) [56]. An example of the output of a micro-hole collapsed
modal interferometer embedded in composite beam undergoing three point bending deflection is
shown in Figure 10b [69]. Figure 10c illustrates that such a sensor embedded in composite material has
very low temperature dependence [56].
Fiber optic Sagnac interferometers (SIs) are another promising candidate for composite material
sensing applications. In a fiber optic SI input light is split into two parts propagating in the opposite
directions by a 3 dB fiber coupler and these two counter-propagating beams are combined again at
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the same coupler as shown in Figure 11 [66]. The fabrication of such an interferometer can be simply
achieved by connecting the ends of a conventional 3 dB coupler. High birefringent fibers (HB) or
polarization maintaining fibers (PMFs) are typically utilized as sensing fibers since HB fibers maximize
the polarization-dependence of the signal within the SIs. In order to control the input light polarization
a polarization controller (PC) is connected to the sensing fiber. The signal at the output port of the fiber
coupler is a result of interference between the beams polarized along the slow axis and the fast axis.
The phase of the interference is simply given as:
δSL “ 2pi
λ
BL (6)
where B = |n f ´ ns| is the birefrigent coefficient of the sensing fiber, L is the length of the fiber, n f and
ns are the effective indices of the fast and slow modes.
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Fiber optic-based SIs can be used for measuring parameters such as strain, temperature, pressure,
twist, etc. Such fiber optic based SIs provide the value of the sensed parameter averaged over
the length of the sensor. However, a disadvantage of the SI is its significant temperature strain
cross-sensitivity [66]. It is reported that the temperature strain cross-sensitivity issue can be eliminated
by employing low temperature sensitive HB-PM-PCF [56]. The output of a low temperature sensitive
HB-PM-PCF based SI sensor embedded in composite beam undergoing three point bending deflection
is shown in Figure 12 [56]. Such low temperature sensitive high birefringent fiber based SIs are
an appropriate option for measuring strain acting on a composite material over the length of the
sensing fiber.
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5.3. Optical Fiber Polarimetric Sensors for Composite Materials
The polarization properties of light propagating though an optical can be affected by stress,
strain, pressure and temperature acting on a measuring fiber and in a fiber polarimetric sensor, the
polarization change is detected to retrieve the sensing parameter [71,72]. A symmetric deformation
effect or temperature variation in a single-mode fiber influences the propagation constant (β) for every
mode because of the changes in the fiber length (L) and the refractive indices of the core and the
cladding [39,73]. Under the influence of a longitudinal strain (ε) and at a constant temperature, for
polarimetric sensors the change in the phase difference can be written as [73]:
δp∆Φq “ Bp∆βqBε{T δL (7)
Fiber optic polarimetric sensors can be realized by different types of PM fibers such as Panda
fiber, bow-tie type fiber, side-hole fibers and PM-HB MOF fibers. Fiber optic polarimetric sensors
can be embedded in composite materials to measure the average strain/temperature over the sensor
length [39,73]. It is possible to vary the strain/temperature sensitivity of fiber optic polarimetric
sensors by selecting a PM fiber type with appropriate birefringence and length [74,75].
For fiber optic polarimetric sensors the phase difference between the two orthogonal polarizations,
can be extracted using an experimental setup consisting of a tunable laser source and a
polarimeter/polarization control system [76]. Fiber optic polarimetric sensors can be also operated
in intensity domain with the help of a polarizer-analyzer arrangement and the experimental setup
for operation in intensity domain is shown in Figure 13a. For polarimetric sensors the change in the
output intensity at a wavelength λ due to externally applied longitudinal strain can be described by
the formula [73]:
Ispλq “ I02 r1` cosp∆Φqs (8)
where, I0 is the input initial intensity.
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For such polarimetric sensors operating in the intensity domain periodic variations in the output
intensity can be associated with applied strain or temperature [77]. It is reported that low strain
sensitive polarimetric sensors such as HB-PM-PCF polarimetric sensor guarantee a linear response for
a wide range of applied strain values [77]. The change of the polarization of fiber optic polarimetric
sensors based on bow tie type fiber as a function of strain applied to a composite sample is as
shown in Figure 13b. Moreover, the insignificant temperature sensitivity of PM-HB-PM-PCFs make
them the most appropriate candidates for composite strain measurements [77,78]. However, for
local strain/temperature measurements of large composite structures polarimetric sensors cannot be
employed as the polarimetric sensors measures average strain over the length of the sensing fiber.
5.4. Fiber Optic Micro Bend Sensors
Fiber optic micro bend sensors are capable of measuring parameters such as pressure, acceleration,
displacement, temperature and strain [40,79,80]. Microbending is typically caused by defects and small
geometrical perturbations in the optical fiber. The curvature of radius of microbends is in the order
of micrometers. Microbends cause coupling between propagating and radiation modes [40] which
results in the loss of intensity of the light propagating through the fiber. Figure 14 shows the concept
underpinning a typical microbending sensor. Fiber optic micro bend sensor is typically formed by
passing the fiber between two sets of corrugations as shown in Figure 14.
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Delamination or cracking in the layers of a composite produces corrugations in that cause
microbending in an embedded optical fiber. Specifically during delamination of a multilaminated
composite structure the stress fields in a damaged layer and an undamaged layer are different. The
higher stress level in the damaged layer causes the optical fiber to micro-bend in the material resulting
in the attenuation of the output, and therefore this method can be used to measure the strain field due
to delamination in a composite material [40]. As an example the temporal profile of loading in the
composite material and the corresponding optical signal attenuation are shown in Figure 15. Another
method of damage detection using the fiber optic micro bend sensor utilizes mechanical/acoustic
waves propagating in the composite material [80,81]. When a mechanical wave hits an optical fiber, it
bends the fiber locally and so some coupling between propagating and radiation modes may appear.
As a result, temporal features in the measured optical signal can be related to stress waves released by
delamination, matrix cracking or reinforcing fibre rupture [40]. The main disadvantage of micro bend
sensors is their low accuracy which makes them unsuitable for precise stress measurements.
5.5. Distributed Fiber Optic Sensors
Distributed fiber-optic sensors (DFS) are capable of providing a continuous measurand profile
over the length of the optical fiber and thus are very promising for strain/temperature measurements
in large structures such as bridges, buildings and pipelines [41,82,83]. However given the nature
of composite structures, the length is normally limited to 80 m or less with a strain or temperature
requirement of at least 1 ˝C or 20 µε with a few centimeters resolution. DFSs are categorized into
several types based on the sensing technology employed and the related physical effect underpinning
the operating principle: (i) optical time–domain reflectometry (OTDR) and optical frequency–domain
reflectometry (OFDR), both based on Rayleigh scattering; (ii) Raman optical time–domain reflectometry
(ROTDR) and Raman optical frequency–domain reflectometry (ROFDR), both based on Raman
scattering; and (iii) Brillouin optical time–domain reflectometry (BOTDR) and Brillouin optical
frequency-domain reflectometry (BOFDR), both based on Brillouin scattering [84–86].
OTDR and OFDR are the first generation of fiber optic distributed sensors, based on the use
of Rayleigh scattering to reflect the attenuation profiles of long-range optical fiber links [83,84]. An
example of strain measurement by OFDR technique for various loading conditions is shown in
Figure 16.
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An optical pulse is launched into an optical fiber and the power of the Rayleigh backscattered
light is detected using a photo detector as the light pulse propagates along the fiber link [85].
Frequency based Brillouin method can provide rapid strain/temperature sensing [87,88]. BOFDR can
be employed to measure strain/temperature variations as small as 1 ˝C or 20 µεwith few centimeters of
resolution [88–90]. For BOFDR based long distance measurements single-mode fibers are used [89,91].
ROTDR is an appropriate candidate for temperature measurements in composites since the intensity
ratio between anti-Stokes components and Stokes components of the ROTDR response provide
information about temperature [88]. ROTDR can be employed to measure temperature variations
as small as 0.1 ˝C with a few meters of resolution [87,88]. Multimode fibers are commonly used
for ROTDR based short distance measurements [89]. In the case of composite strain/temperature
measurements from the above mentioned categories of DFS, an appropriate sensing technology
can be selected based on the application and its requirements, specifically BOFDR is more suitable
for strain measurements and ROTDR is more suitable for temperature measurements in composite
material [88,89,91]. Other than the technologies mentioned above, quasi-distributed optical fiber
sensors can be realized by multiplexing a number of grating-based sensors [85].
5.6. Hybrid Sensing Approaches for Simultaneous Strain and Temperature Measurements in
Composite Materials
In most of practical applications of composite materials, the key requirement is to measure more
than one parameter. For example, for SHM applications in composite parts such as helicopter rotor
blades, wind turbines and aircraft structures a simultaneous monitoring of temperature and strain is
favorable. Several FOSs such as FBGs, PM polarimetric sensors, etc are capable of measuring strain
and temperature, but there is always an issue of accurate discrimination between these two influencing
factors [35,37]. One of the simplest and promising methods for simultaneous measurement of strain
and temperature in composite parts is the hybrid fiber optic sensing approach; in this two or more FOS
operate in a combined manner to eliminate the disadvantages of individual FOSs providing accurate
and independent strain/temperature information [92]. Many researchers have investigated different
hybrid sensing approaches for simultaneous strain and temperature measurements such as using a
combination of FBG sensors with various type sensors such as long period gratings (LPG) [55,92],
Fabry-Perot interferometer sensors [54], PCF modal interferometers [93], and fiber loop mirrors
using a small core micro-structured fiber [94]. Sensors based on gratings written in micro structured
fibers and standard optical fibers have also been reported for discrimination between strain and
temperature [95]. Previously we reported a hybrid approach which involves an FBG sensor and a
HB-PM-PCF polarimetric sensor for simultaneous measurement of strain and temperature [96] of
composite materials. In the context of composite structures, the temperature sensitivity of a FOS can be
influenced by the thermal strain of the composite material [16]. Sensors based on stripped HB-PM-PCF
based polarimetric fibers have been reported for thermal strain and thermal expansion measurements
in composite materials [15]. A hybrid optical fiber sensor embedded in a composite material which is
capable of discriminating between strain, temperature and thermal strain has great potential for future
FOS based SHM applications.
In the previous sections we have detailed the major types of FOS used for strain and temperature
measurements in composite materials. Appropriate sensor selection for any application is only possible
by identifying the particular features of all FOS. The FOS types discussed in this review are compared
in Table 1.
6. Recent Trends, Issues and Future Challenges of the FOS Technology
Embedding FOS inside composite materials is a minimally invasive technique; but for industrial
applications still there exist a few issues which are under investigation and in this section we discuss
those challenging issues.
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One of the challenges with composite structures embedded with FOS is the provision of a reliable
method for connecting to the sensor [97,98]. Custom designed connectors with ingress/egress optical
fiber ends are promising technique, and one example of such a connector is shown in Figure 17.
However, such egress optical fibers with connectors may cause the composite to become brittle at the
edges of the structure [99]. Also edge trimming of the composite after the connector installation is
impossible. Free space coupling is more promising than surface and edge mounted connectors [100].
For example, in [101] a novel method of free-space passive coupling of light into FBG sensors is
reported which consists of an angled 45˝ mirror integrated directly into the fiber. Also to resolve
the connection issues associated with ingress/egress optical fiber ends of L-shaped composite a
reconnection technique is established by situating the optical fiber connector on a 6-axis automatic
stage together with the assistance of CCD camera [102].
Table 1. Comparison of FOSs.
FOS Technology Advantages Disadvantages Remarks MainApplications
Standard FBGs
Most accepted
technology, allows
for point
measurements of
strain and
temperature
Temperature and
strain cross
sensitivity issues
Typical strain
sensitivity
~1.2 pm/µε and
typical temperature
sensitivity
~11.6 pm/˝C
Strain, temperature,
vibration, cure
process, localized
damage, etc.
FBGs written in
MOF
Can discriminate
both axial and
transverse strain
components of
composite material
with insignificant
temperature
sensitivity
FBGs written in
bow-tie fibers have
temperature and
strain cross
sensitivity. But FBGs
written in MOF have
lower strain
sensitivity compared
to FBGs written in
bow-tie fibers.
The
cross-sensitivity
issue can be
resolved by using
FBGs written in
low temperature
sensitive MOFs
Multi directional
strain sensing,
localized damage,
etc.
Interferometric
fiber optic
sensors
Possesses higher
temperature and
strain sensitivities
and are flexible in
terms of size
Temperature and
strain cross
sensitivity issue, and
brittle sensor
The
cross-sensitivity
issue can be
resolved by using
low temperature
sensitive MOFs
Strain, temperature,
vibration, cure
process, localized
damage, etc.
Polarimetric
sensors
Sensitivity can be
tuned by choosing
different optical fiber
types and sensor
lengths
Difficult to measure
strain/temperature
at localized points,
provide information
averaged over the
sensor’s length
The
cross-sensitivity
issue can be
resolved by using
low temperature
sensitive
HB-PM-PCF
Strain, temperature,
vibration, cure
process, etc.
Fiber optic micro
bend sensors
Can measure
continuous strain
profile in a composite
material using single
optical fiber
Low accuracy
Output signal is
strongly attenuated
by any mechanical
wave propagating
in the composite
material
Delamination and
damage detection
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Table 1. Cont.
FOS Technology Advantages Disadvantages Remarks MainApplications
Distributed
sensors
Can measure
continuous
strain/temperature
profile in a composite
material using single
optical fiber
For better resolution
require the use of
spectral
demodulation
techniques that are
expensive and bulky
Appropriate
sensing technology
can be selected
based on the
application and its
requirements
Strain, temperature,
delamination,
damage detection
Hybrid sensors
Two or more FOS
operate in a
combined manner to
eliminate the
disadvantages of
individual FOSs
providing accurate
and independent
strain/temperature
information
Since two or more
sensors are
employed
complicated
interrogation
methods are needed
Capable of
discriminating
between strain,
temperature and
thermal strain
Strain, thermal
strain, temperature,
vibration, cure
process, damage
point, etc.
The second issue is the structural damage to the composite material due to the fact that optical
fibers have larger diameter compared to reinforcement fibers. As a solution researchers are considering
new optical fibers with a reduced diameter and an optimized coating. One example of such fibers is
a thinner optical fiber with 80 micron diameter known as Draw Tower Grating (DTG) fiber, which
should be less invasive when embedded within a laminate composite structure [103].Sensors 2016, 16, 99 21 of 26 
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Another issue related to embedding of FOS in a composite part in weight or space sensitive
applications is the large size of conventional FOS interrogators which could present difficulties
for sensing of composite parts that for example are in constant motion, such as helicopter rotor
blades and wind turbine structures [104]. To an extent this issue can be resolved by adopting
miniaturized interrogation modules based on photonic integrated circuits (PIC) or flexible polymer
waveguides [105,106]. Such surface attachable flexible interrogators allow for integration of photo
detector arrays with wireless communication technology and thus have strong potential in smart
sensing of composite parts in motion.
Finally, it must be recognised the FOS embedding procedure is often a labor intensive task.
Therefore, ideally it requires a reliable automated optical fiber placement system that matches well
with the existing industrial composite production processes. Several composite manufactures, such as
for example Airborne, have introduced automated fiber placement system that provide control over
embedding depth, pre-strain, position and alignment. Such an all automated fiber placement system is
shown in Figure 18. The biggest challenge in using most of automated FOS embedding systems, is that
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it is difficult to ensure an adequate repeatability of the FOS placement. In addition, during such an
automated fabrication process the safety of delicate areas of FOS (such as grating written area of FBG,
spliced and buffer coating removed areas of sensing optical fiber, etc.) and control over the alignment
of specialized optical fibers such as micro structured optical fibers are not well assured. Thus, an
automated fiber placement system together with an X-ray based micro controlled tomography could
be a suitable solution for quality control of the embedded FOS and a realistic option for appropriate
alignment of optical fibers for future smart sensing applications.
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7. Conclusions
This paper presents a comprehensive overview of the FOS sensors used for strain/temperature
sensing of composite materials. This review article provides essential information regarding many
aspects, including different type composite materials, properties, and their performance, the relevance
of fiber optic sensor (FOS) for composite material sensing applications, future challenges of embedded
FOS and recent trends. Embedded FOS have proved themselves useful to smart sensing applications
of composite materials in wide range of areas that include aerospace, structural, civil and the sports
industry. Extensive research and development continues worldwide and will inevitably make this
technology more commercially viable and more beneficial to society in general.
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